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 Larger, single-hand operation swing-away seat for easy wheelchair 

access and those with limited mobility 

 Converging axis closely replicates the body’s natural  movement, en-

abling users to obtain maximum results through a safer, easier and 

more enjoyable workout 

 Clear, uncluttered, easy to understand instructions featuring text and 

illustrations 

 Large raised iconography on weight stack and adjustments 

 Aluminium rings allow visually-impaired users to feel where dual 

handgrips are located 

 2.5kg Weight increments and large, clear, easily accessible selector 

pins allow for an optimum workout experience for all 

305Gi Shoulder Press 

Key Features 

Single-hand operation 

swing- away seat 

Clear instructions 

Aluminium rings 

Large, easy access selector pin 

 



 Larger, single-hand operation swing-away seat for easy wheelchair access 

and those with limited mobility 

 Converging axis closely replicates the body’s natural movement, enabling 

users to obtain maximum results through a safer, easier and more           

enjoyable workout 

 Clear, uncluttered, easy to understand instructions featuring text and       

illustrations 

 Large raised iconography on weight stack and adjustments 

 Aluminium rings allow visually-impaired users to feel where dual           

handgrips are located 

 2.5kg Weight increments and large, clear, easily accessible selector pins 

allow for an optimum workout experience for all 

310Gi Chest Press 

 

Key Features 
Single-hand operation 

swing-away seat 

Clear instructions 

Aluminium rings 

Large, easy access selector pin 



 Larger, single-hand operation swing-away seat for easy wheel-

chair access and those with limited mobility 

 Clear, uncluttered, easy to understand instructions featuring text 

and    illustrations 

 Large raised iconography on weight stack and adjustments 

 Aluminium rings allow visually-impaired users to feel where han-

dles are located 

 2.5kg Weight increments and large, clear, easily accessible selec-

tor pins allow for an optimum workout experience for all 

314Gi Pec Deck 

 

Key Features 
Single-hand operation 

swing-   away seat 

Clear instructions 

Aluminium rings 

Large, easy access selector pin 



 Larger, single-hand operation swing-away seat for easy wheel-

chair access and those with limited mobility 

 Outstanding performance and motion through highly efficient biome-

chanic design 

 Clear, uncluttered, easy to understand instructions featuring text 

and illustrations 

 Large raised iconography on weight stack and adjustments 

 Aluminium rings allow visually-impaired users to feel where handles are 

located 

 2.5kg Weight increments and large, clear, easily accessible selec-

tor pins allow for an optimum workout experience for all 

370Gi Tricep Press 

 

Key Features 
Single-hand operation 

swing-away seat 

Clear instructions 

Aluminium rings 

Large, easy access selector pin 



 Larger, single-hand operation swing-away seat for easy wheel-

chair access and those with limited mobility 

 Twist & Lock adjustment plunger allows easy operation 

 Adjustable seat height, range and ergonomic handles cater for 

users of all shapes and sizes with ease. 

 Converging axis closely replicates the body’s natural movement 

 Clear, uncluttered, easy to understand instructions 

 Large raised iconography on weight stack and adjustments to aid 

visually-impaired users 

 2.5kg Weight increments and large, clear, easily accessible selec-

tor pins 

447Gi Seated Row 

 

Key Features 
Single-hand operation 

swing- away seat 

Twist and lock plunger 

Ergonomic handles 

Large, easy access selector pin 



 Centrally located seat adjustment can easily be operated by all 

 Large footplate, seat and side handles provide maximum stability 

 Biomechanically efficient back support provides maximum com-

fort and    safety 

 Clear, uncluttered, easy to understand instructions featuring text 

and   illustrations 

 Large raised iconography on weight stack and adjustments 

 5kg Weight increments and large, clear, easily accessible selector 

pins allow for an optimum workout experience for all 

576Gi Seated Leg Press 

 

Key Features 
Large Footplate 

Clear instructions 

Back Support 

Large, easy access selector pin 



 Dual seat adjusters featuring large, easy-grip plungers allow easy ac-

cess for all users 

 Durable, smooth running cam system gives a safe, efficient workout 

 Easy to use ROM with increased digit size for visually-impaired users 

 Clear, uncluttered, easy to understand instructions featuring text and 

illustrations 

 Large raised iconography on weight stack and adjustments 

 Aluminium rings allow visually-impaired users to feel where handgrips 

are located 

 2.5kg Weight increments and large, clear, easily accessible selector 

pins 

560Gi Leg Extension 

 

Key Features 
Raised Iconography 

Clear instructions 

Aluminium rings 

Large, easy access selector pin 



 Dual seat adjusters featuring large, easy-grip plungers allow easy ac-

cess for all users 

 Durable, smooth running cam system gives a safe, efficient workout 

 Easy to use ROM with increased digit size for visually-impaired users 

 Clear, uncluttered, easy to understand instructions featuring text and 

illustrations 

 Large raised iconography on weight stack and adjustments 

 Aluminium rings allow visually-impaired users to feel where hand-

grips are located 

 2.5kg Weight increments and large, clear, easily accessible selector 

pins 

562Gi Leg Curl 

 

Key Features 

Raised Iconography 

Clear instructions 

Aluminium rings 

Large, easy access selector pin 



 Smooth central pivot action for a safe, efficient workout 

 Sturdy footrail with dual positions 

 Step-up box to aid those with limited mobility 

 Clear, uncluttered, easy to understand instructions featuring text and 

illustrations 

 Large raised iconography on weight stack and adjustments 

 Aluminium rings allow visually-impaired users to feel where handles 

are located 

 2.5kg Weight increments and large, clear, easily accessible selector 

pins 

505Gi Abductor 

 

Key Features 

Dual position footrail 

Raised iconography &              

Aluminium rings 

Clear Instructions 

Large, easy access selector pin 



 Smooth central pivot action for a safe, efficient workout 

 Sturdy footrail with dual positions 

 Step-up box to aid those with limited mobility 

 Clear, uncluttered, easy to understand instructions featuring text and 

illustrations 

 Large raised iconography on weight stack and adjustments 

 Aluminium rings allow visually-impaired users to feel where handles are 

located 

 2.5kg Weight increments and large, clear, easily accessible selector 

pins 

500Gi Adductor 

 

Key Features 
Dual position footrail 

Raised iconography &              

Aluminium rings 

Clear Instructions 

Large, easy access selector pin 



 Variable height pivotal pulley allows more adjustment for 

more users 

 Large, lightweight karabiner for easy adjustment 

 Clear, uncluttered, easy to understand instructions featuring 

text and illustrations 

 Large raised iconography on weight stack and adjustments 

 2.5kg Weight increments and large, clear, easily accessible se-

lector pins 

342Gi Multi-Pulley 

 

Key Features 

Large Karabiner 

Easy wheelchair access 

Clear Instructions 

Large, easy access selector pin 



 Variable height pivotal pulley allows more adjustment for 

more users 

 Large, lightweight karabiner for easy adjustment 

 Clear, uncluttered, easy to understand instructions featuring 

text and illustrations 

 Large raised iconography on weight stack and adjustments 

 2.5kg Weight increments and large, clear, easily accessible se-

lector pins 

345Gi Crossover 

 

Key Features 

Large Karabiner 

Easy wheelchair access 

Clear Instructions 

Large, easy access selector pin 



 Variable height pivotal pulley allows more adjustment for 

more users 

 Large, lightweight karabiner for easy adjustment 

 Clear, uncluttered, easy to understand instructions featuring 

text and illustrations 

 Large raised iconography on weight stack and adjustments 

 2.5kg Weight increments and large, clear, easily accessible 

selector pins 

346Gi Dual Multi-Pulley 

Key Features 
Large Karabiner 

Easy wheelchair access 

Clear Instructions 

Large, easy access selector pin 



 Removable seat for easy wheelchair access 

 Multiple seat positions to suit a wide range of users 

 Easy adjust arm length and height 

 Raised iconography 

 Low-profile base 

 Centralised console 

211Fi Upper Body Ergometer 

Key Features 

Raised Iconography 

Easy reach adjustment 

Easy wheelchair access 

Removable Seat 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy use and                

identification of all controls 

 Emergency kill cord stop provides a fast and safe method to 

stop the treadmill 

 Multiple belt logos and reflective edging on the deck allow easy                 

Identification of the belt and whether or not it is moving 

 Step-up box allows easy access for those with limited mobility 

260Gi-1 Run 

Key Features 

Kill cord stop 

Reflective belt edging 

Step up box 

Easy to use console 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy use and                

identification of all controls 

 Emergency kill cord stop provides a fast and safe method to stop 

the      treadmill 

 Multiple belt logos and reflective edging on the deck allow easy                 

Identification of the belt and whether or not it is moving 

 Step-up box allows easy access for those with limited mobility 

260Gi-2 Run 

Key Features 

Kill cord stop 

Reflective belt edging 

Step up box 

Easy to use console 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy use and                

identification of all controls 

 Emergency kill cord stop provides a fast and safe method to stop the      

treadmill 

 Multiple belt logos and reflective edging on the deck allow easy                 

Identification of the belt and whether or not it is moving 

 Step-up box allows easy access for those with limited mobility 

260Gi-3 Run 

Key Features 

Kill cord stop 

Reflective belt edging 

Step up box 

Easy to use console 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy use and                

identification of all controls 

 Centralised, single-hand operation seat adjust ensures maximum             

usability  for all 

 Easy to adjust pedal straps 

 Walk-through design allows easy access for those with limited mobility 

250Gi-1 R-Cycle 

Key Features 

Easy to use console 

Centralised  seat adjustment 

Easy to adjust pedal straps 

Audio feedback 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy use and                

identification of all controls 

 Centralised, single-hand operation seat adjust ensures maxi-

mum usability  for all 

 Easy to adjust pedal straps 

 Walk-through design allows easy access for those with limited 

mobility 

250Gi-2 R-Cycle 

Key Features 

Easy to use console 

Centralised seat adjustment 

Easy to adjust pedal straps 

Audio feedback 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy use and                

identification of all controls 

 Centralised, single-hand operation seat adjust ensures maxi-

mum             usability  for all 

 Easy to adjust pedal straps 

 Walk-through design allows easy access for those with limited 

mobility 

250Gi-3 R-Cycle 

Key Features 

Easy to use console 

Centralised seat adjustment 

Easy to adjust pedal straps 

Audio feedback 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy use and                 

identification of all controls 

 Centralised, single-hand operation seat adjust ensures maxi-

mum usability for all 

 Easy to adjust pedal straps 

 Step-up box allows easy access for those with limited mobility 

240Gi-1 U-Cycle 

Key Features 
Easy to use console 

Single hand seat adjustment 

Easy to adjust pedal straps 

Step up box 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy use and                 

identification of all controls 

 Centralised, single-hand operation seat adjust ensures maximum 

usability for all 

 Easy to adjust pedal straps 

 Step-up box allows easy access for those with limited mobility 

240Gi-2 U-Cycle 

Key Features 
Easy to use console 

Single hand seat adjustment 

Easy to adjust pedal straps 

Step up box 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy use and                 

identification of all controls 

 Centralised, single-hand operation seat adjust ensures maximum us-

ability for all 

 Easy to adjust pedal straps 

 Step-up box allows easy access for those with limited mobility 

240Gi-3 U-Cycle 

Key Features 
Easy to use console 

Single hand seat adjustment 

Easy to adjust pedal straps 

Step up box 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy 

use and identification of all controls 

 Multiple lockable pedal positions for easy access 

 Supports users with poor core stability 

 Low-profile, colour contrasting pedals 

 Step-up box allows easy access for those with limited 

mobility 

270Gi-1 L-Train 

Key Features 

Lockable pedals 

Low profile pedals 

Step-up box 

Easy to use console 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy use and 

identification of all controls 

 Multiple lockable pedal positions for easy access 

 Supports users with poor core stability 

 Low-profile, colour contrasting pedals 

 Step-up box allows easy access for those with limited mobility 

270Gi-2 L-Train 

Key Features 

Lockable pedals 

Low profile pedals 

Step-up box 

Easy to use console 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy use and 

identification of all controls 

 Multiple lockable pedal positions for easy access 

 Supports users with poor core stability 

 Low-profile, colour contrasting pedals 

 Step-up box allows easy access for those with limited mobility 

270Gi-3 L-Train 

Key Features 

Lockable pedals 

Low profile pedals 

Step-up box 

Easy to use console 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy use 

and identification of all controls 

 Multiple lockable pedal positions for easy access 

 Low-profile pedals 

280Gi-1 X-Train 

Key Features 

Lockable pedals 

Low profile pedals 

Audio feedback 

Easy to use console 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy use and 

identification of all controls 

 Multiple lockable pedal positions for easy access 

 Low-profile pedals 

280Gi-2 X-Train 

Key Features 

Lockable pedals. 

Low profile pedals. 

Audio feedback 

Easy to use console. 



 Audio feedback 

 Large, high-contrast colour display with easy-read text 

 Raised iconography and large console keys allow easy use and 

identification of all controls 

 Multiple lockable pedal positions for easy access 

 Low-profile pedals 

280Gi-3 X-Train 

Key Features 

Lockable pedals 

Low profile pedals 

Audio feedback 

Easy to use Console 


